
Disclosure to Promote the Right To Information

Whereas the Parliament of India has set out to provide a practical regime of right to 
information for citizens to secure access to information under the control of public authorities, 
in order to promote transparency and accountability in the working of every public authority, 
and whereas the attached publication of the Bureau of Indian Standards is of particular interest 
to the public, particularly disadvantaged communities and those engaged in the pursuit of 
education and knowledge, the attached public safety standard is made available to promote the 
timely dissemination of this information in an accurate manner to the public. 
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Indian Standard 

METHOD OF WEIGHMENT 
OF AUTOMOTIVE VEHICLES 

1. Scope - Covers the method of measuring the weight -of two wheelers, three wheelers, car, jeep, 

truck and bus. 

2. -General 

2.1 Unless otherwise specifically mentioned the definitions of terms used shall be as per 1s : g211_ 
1979 ‘Denominations and definitions of weights of road vehicles’. 

2.2 The tyres shall be inflated to the pressure recommended by the vehicle manufacturer corres- 
ponding to the maximum total weight specified by the manufacturer. 

3. Units - The units used in reporting the weight shall be Newton ( N ) or kilo Newton ( kN ). 

Note - Since the weighing machines popularly available in the country measure in kilogram force ( kgf), the measured 
weight shall be converted to Newton ( N ) or kilo Newton ( kN ) as per the following relationship: 

1 kgf = 9.81 Newton ( N ) 

4. Weight Measuring Device - The weight measuring device shall be capable of measuring the 
weights of the vehicle for any of the conditions described in IS : 921 l-l 979. 

4.1 The platform of the measuring device and the supporting surface extended on sides of the 
machine’s platform, shall be in the same horizontal plane. 

4.2 The size of the weight measuring machine’s platform and supporting surface shall be adequate 
to accommodate the vehicle to be weighed and to carry out weighment for any of the conditions 
mentioned in IS : 9211--1979 and shall also allow weighment off wheel weights. 

4.3 If wheel weighers ( load cells) are used for purpose of weighing, they shall be such that its 
supporting surface shall accommodate all the ground contact points of the vehicle and shall be in 
the same horizonatal plane. 

4.4 Least count of the weight measuring device shall not exceed one percent of the measured 
value. 

5. Distribution of Payload- The vehicle shall be loaded with suitable weights as payload in 
addition to the driver and pillion rider in case of two wheelers such that the maximum total 
weight conforms to the value recommended by the manufacturer or value required for the purpose of 
specific testing. The load shall be distributed on the loading platform and in the case of passenger 
vehicles, it shall simulate the loading pattern with passengers. The load shall be distributed 
symmetrically about the longitudinal axis of the vehicle. The weight distribution between the axles 
shall be as recommended by manufacturer. 

6. Procedure of Weighment - The vehicle shall be placed on the weighing platform such that 
all the ground contact points are well within the platform of the weighing machine. The vehicle dry 
weight, kerb weight and maximum total weight ( MTW) shall be noted. In all these cases maximum 
front axle weight ( MmFAW) maximum intermediate axle weight ( MIAW ) if necessary, and maximum 
rear axle weight ( MRAW) shall also be noted. In case of axle weighment, the axle to be weighed 
shall only be placed on the weighing platform and other axles shall remain on the horizontal surface 
cf the supporting surface. 

Note _ For maximum intermediate axle weight measurement use of load cell may be required. 

6.1 The engine shalLbe switched off and parking brakes shall be applied before measuring the 
required weight. 

EXPLANATORY NOTE 

The overall performance of an automotive vehicle is a function of performance of its various 
components, systems, instrumentation, weight, etc. 

This standard contains technical MlUiretMItS for weighment of automotive vehicles which 
be so considered without prejudice to the provisions of the Weights and Measures Act or any other 
legal provisions and is in the direction of providing uniform practices on the subject. 
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